Afternoon Tea at The Ritz-Carlton, Naples has been a tradition since the hotel opened in 1985.

To complement the fine surroundings of The Lobby Lounge, Afternoon Tea is served using fine china. Every detail of the service and its presentation has been attended to with the utmost care to ensure that each experience here becomes a treasured memory.

We invite you to become a part of this ritual, steeped in tradition and experience Afternoon Tea at The Ritz-Carlton, Naples.

“There are few hours in life more agreeable than the hour dedicated to the ceremony known as afternoon tea.”

- HENRY JAMES
Afternoon Tea Selections

ROYAL TEA
A glass of champagne, a pot of freshly steeped loose leaf tea,
Tea Sandwiches, Tea Breads, Fruit Tartlets and Pastries
Freshly Baked Scones with Fruit Preserves and Devonshire cream
Strawberries and Whipped Cream with a hint of Grand Marnier
$55.00

TRADITIONAL TEA
Selection of freshly steeped loose leaf tea in a pot,
Tea Sandwiches, Tea Breads, Fruit Tartlets,
Pastries and a Freshly Baked Scone with
Fruit Preserves and Devonshire cream
$39.00

CLASSIC CHILDREN'S TEA
Choice of Tea, Hot Chocolate, or Juice
Ham & Cheese and a Peanut Butter & Jelly Sandwich
Freshly Baked Cookies and a Chocolate Covered Strawberry
$20.00
Bubbles

**Moët & Chandon**, Brut, Imperial, Epernay
25/109

**Moët & Chandon**, Brut, Rosé, Imperial, Epernay
35/135

**Castellar, Cava**, Brut Rosé, Vilafranca
49

**La Spinetta, Moscato D’Asti**, Piedmont
65

**Syltbar**, Prosecco, Friuli
65

**Moët & Chandon, Dom Perignon**, Epernay
355

---

**The Ritz-Carlton, Naples Blend**

**CUSTOM BLEND**

Estate black tea from China and India delicately perfumed with Florida oranges and citrus fruits.

Estate black tea leaves mingle with the seductiveness of the scent and flavors of Florida oranges.

Capturing the essence of luxury and elegance only found in The Ritz-Carlton, Naples Blend.

**LEAF DESCRIPTION**

Tightly-twisted medium ebony leaves

**AROMA**

Hint of citrus

**PALATE AND FINISH**

Medium body, spicy with citrus notes
Tea Selections

CLASSIC BLACKS
Caffeine

**English Breakfast**
This cup is a brisk and full-flavored blend of Keemun, Assam and Kenyan black leaves.
Rich and biscuity bouquet.

SCENTED BLACKS
Caffeine

**Imperial Earl Grey**
An amazingly aromatic prescription for relaxation: Sip, inhale, unwind.
One of our signature Earl Greys, accented with pretty blue cornflower petals.
Bergamot oil is known for its calming and restorative properties.

**Decaffeinated Earl Grey**
A light Earl Grey blend with 98% less caffeine.
Round in the cup with delicate citrus bergamot aroma.

RARE WHITE
Light Caffeine

**Ginger Pear Tree**
The rarest Pai Mu Tan white tea is plucked in early spring from a special varietal tea bush called "chaicha". An aromatic taste of juicy orchard fresh pears combined with the tingle of crisp ginger creates a delicate and refreshing infusion.

**Tupelo Honey Fig**
A medley of organic white tea, pleasant sweet figs and the taste of tupelo honey.
Cooling peppermint and brilliant citrus join in perfect harmony for a most fragrant cup.

Tea Selections

HERBAL INFUSIONS
Caffeine Free

**Apple Harvest**
A natural infusion of apples brightened with notes of berries, cinnamon and clove for a sweet and savory brew.

**Chamomile Flowers**
A tranquil and calming herbal infusion of sweet and fragrant golden chamomile blossoms. Mild and sweet. Only the best chamomile flowers, harvested from the fertile plains of the Nile Valley in Egypt are used in this tea.

**Moroccan Mint (Green Tea)**
Stimulating and refreshing, a pot of Moroccan Mint doubles as an aromatherapy session. An invigorating blend of fresh Moroccan nana mint leaves and hand-rolled rare green tea create a refreshing and uplifting cup.

**Vanilla Rooibos**
Rooibos comes from the rugged slopes of the Western Cape Mountains in South Africa. The famous red bush tea is caffeine-free but tastes like a light Ceylon black tea. Vanilla beans sweeten this Rooibos, producing a round, full cup.